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CHAR DATA TYPE - Its not a bug, It is a feature
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1 Some background

DataType in programming languages are assigned bits to store them in memory. They are
divided into signed and unsigned among themselves to accommodate signed values. By default
if we declare the following code in any machine across the world :

int a;

The compiler will allocate a memory in stack to accommodate a integer value. Additionally
to identify whether the number is positive or negative, a ”signed bit” is allocated by default.
However if we do not want the compiler to waste bits on signs and instead use those bits to
store large number we can “explicitly” define it as “unsigned”.

2 Char Datatype is different !

2.1 Part 1 (Theory) :

In C, char datatype is a special form of “int” data type that encodes ASCII values. Breaking
this down, the below code will work as follows :

char a = ‘A’; \\initializes a as ‘A’ which has ASCII code of 65

printf("%d",a); \\since we are printing integer portion of a, 65 will be printed!

Since it internally works on integer values, char datatype too has “signed” and “unsigned”
variants.

But unlike the assumption made in the above section, where in the case of integers the memory
will automatically be assigned for signed bits and default “int” is “signed int”, the char
data type default is not fixed! And depends on the compilers running on different machine
architecture!

The signed bits are automatically allocated to handle negative values in x86 systems so they are
signed by default, whereas in ARM based linux systems, they are not allocated and unsigned
by default! [see references (2)]
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2.2 Part 2 (Where will it matter) :

If you are coding in x86 based systems(intel based), the following code will work like this:

char a = ‘A’; \\ gets ‘A’ stored which has ASCII value of 65

char b = a - 100; \\ The arithmetic happens in ascii values, and hence 65-100=-35

printf("%d", b); \\ Prints -35

This happens because of x86 systems, this is because the data type is signed by default in its
architecture.

The same code behaves like this in ARM based linux :

char a = ‘A’; \\ gets ‘A’ stored which has ASCII value of 65

char b = a - 100; \\ The arithmetic happens in ascii values, and hence 65-100=-35

\\ since they cant handle negetive numbers its set 221

printf("%d", b); \\ Prints 221

But why 221 ? this is because unsigned char data type ranges from 0 - 255 only! [see references
(1)]
if we subtract more than that present, it will be rounded back i.e
b = 65 - 100
b = -35 ∼ 28 − 35 = 221

3 References

1. Datatype sizes

2. C programming by Dennis Ritchie. Pg.36
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https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/cpp/cpp/data-type-ranges?view=msvc-170
http://cslabcms.nju.edu.cn/problem_solving/images/c/cc/The_C_Programming_Language_%282nd_Edition_Ritchie_Kernighan%29.pdf#page=50
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